
Sound symbolism can count three segments

(whereas phonology presumably cannot)

Abstract

Some researchers have recently argued that sound symbolic requirements can cause phono-

logical alternations, and others have claimed that the relationships between sounds and mean-

ings can be likened to input-output relationships in phonology, both suggesting that sound

symbolic pa�erns and phonological pa�erns may be governed by similar mechanisms. Against

this theoretical development, this paper further addresses the question regarding how similar

phonological systems and sound symbolic systems are, by focusing on their counting capac-

ity. It has been known that phonological systems can count only up two segments. To exam-

ine whether a similar sort of restriction holds in sound symbolic pa�erns, we experimentally

addressed the question of whether three segments of the same sort can cause stronger sound

symbolic images than two segments. �e results of three experiments using Pokémon names

demonstrate that three segments can indeed cause stronger sound symbolic meanings than

two segments. �e overall results suggest that there is a non-negligible di�erence between

phonological pa�erns and sound symbolic pa�erns.
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1 Introduction3

1.1 �e issue addressed4

Sound symbolism refers to systematic connections between sounds and meanings (e.g. Dinge-5

manse et al. 2015; Hinton et al. 2006; Sidhu & Pexman 2018). For example, in many languages, low6

vowels like /a/ tend to be associated with images larger than high vowels like /i/ (Newman 1933;7

Sapir 1929; Shinohara & Kawahara 2016). However, in modern linguistic theories, sound symbolic8

pa�erns had usually been considered to lie outside the realm of linguistic inquiry, perhaps due9

to the in�uence of the Saussurian theorem of arbitrariness that the connections between sounds10
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and meanings in natural languages are in principle arbitrary (Saussure 1916) (see also Hocke�11

1959 for another in�uential paper on arbitrariness). However, the �eld has recently witnessed a12

rapidly increasing rise of interest on sound symbolic pa�erns and related phenomena (see in par-13

ticular Nielsen & Dingemanse 2021), and some scholars explicitly now argue that sound symbolic14

pa�erns can—and should—be a part of phonological research (see Kawahara 2020a for a review).15

Alderete & Kochetov (2017) for instance point out that expressive palatalization—e.g. pa�erns16

of palatalization observed in child-directed speech—is caused by a formal requirement to use17

particular types of sounds (e.g. palatal consonants and high front vowels) to express particular18

types of meanings, such as smallness. �ey propose a family of Optimality �eoretic constraints19

(Prince & Smolensky 1993/2004)—Express(X)—and argue that this family of constraints interacts20

with other phonological constraints within a single grammatical system. See also Akimbo (2021),21

Akimbo & Bulkaam (2024), Akita (2020), Kumagai (2019), Kumagai (to appear) and Jang (2021)22

for other possible cases in which sound symbolic requirements a�ect phonological pa�erns.23

Approaching this issue from a slightly di�erent perspective, Kawahara (2020b, 2021) com-24

pared particular quantitative signatures of pa�erns of sound symbolic judgments and those found25

in stochastic phonological pa�erns, and argued that there appears to exist an interesting paral-26

lel between the two pa�erns. More concretely, he argues that both sound symbolic pa�erns27

and stochastic phonological pa�erns exhibit what Hayes (2020, 2022) refers to as “wug-shaped28

curves,” a quantitative signature that is predicted by Maximum Entropy Harmonic Grammar,29

a framework that is now widely deployed to model a wide range of phonological—and other30

linguistic—pa�erns (Goldwater & Johnson 2003; Hayes 2022; Hayes & Wilson 2008; Smolensky31

1986; Zuraw & Hayes 2017).32

Building on these recent proposals to consider sound symbolic pa�erns on a par with phono-33

logical pa�erns, the current experiments examine the similarity—or dissimilarity—between the34

two, by focusing on the counting capability (or lack thereof) of the two systems. �e focus of the35

topic that we explore in depth in the current experiments is the classic observation that phono-36

logical systems may count up to two but no more (e.g. Goldsmith 1976; Hewi� & Prince 1989;37

Ito & Mester 2003; McCarthy & Prince 1986; Myers 1997; Prince & Smolensky 1993/2004 among38

many others). �e following quote from McCarthy & Prince (1986: 1) succinctly summarizes this39

now-classic observation, which the current project built upon:40

Consider �rst the role of counting in grammar. How long may a count run? Gen-41

eral considerations of locality, now the common currency in all areas of linguistic42

thought, suggest that the answer is probably ‘up to two’: a rule may �x on one spec-43

i�ed element and examine a structurally adjacent element and no other.44

For example, there are many languages that prohibit two occurrences of the same segments45

or features (i.e. dissimilation pa�erns: see Benne� 2015, Hansson 2001 and Suzuki 1998 for typo-46
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logical surveys), but no known languages prohibit three occurrences while allowing for two (Ito47

& Mester 2003: 265). For instance, the native phonology of Japanese prohibits morphemes with48

two voiced obstruents, but no known languages prohibit morphemes with three voiced obstru-49

ents. Further, an experimental investigation by Kawahara & Kumagai (2023a) using nonce words50

shows that Japanese speakers do not distinguish between forms with two voiced obstruents and51

those with three voiced obstruents—forms with three voiced obstruents were treated on a par52

with forms with two voiced obstruents.53

Paster (2019) recently challenged the thesis that phonology can only count up to two, demon-54

strating that there are cases that apparently involve counting. However, Paster also points out55

that all those pa�erns that apparently count are limited to suprasegmental pa�erns, and none56

involves segmental pa�erns (see §3 of Paster 2019). Another challenge to the classic no-counting57

thesis recently came from Kim (2022), who argues that Japanese disprefers a con�guration in58

which a voiced obstruent is followed by two nasal consonants—a restriction that apparently in-59

volves counting three segments (i.e. *[D…N…N]). However, a later examination demonstrates60

that evidence for this claim in the existing words is very weak at best; neither can this alleged61

restriction be identi�ed in a nonce word experiment (Kawahara & Kumagai 2023b). �us, to the62

best of our knowledge, it is still safe to assume that phonological pa�erns can count up to two63

segments, but not three or more.
1

64

1.2 �e background: Pokémonastics65

In the experiments reported below, we examined whether the same restriction holds or not in66

sound symbolic pa�erns, by speci�cally testing whether three segments can invoke stronger67

sound symbolic images than two segments. We took advantage of the Pokémonastics research68

paradigm, which explores the nature of sound symbolism in the context of Pokémon names69

(Kawahara et al. 2018) (for a discussion of why it is useful to use speci�cally Pokémon names to70

explore sound symbolic pa�erns, see e.g. Kawahara & Breiss 2021 for a recent summary). In the71

Pokémon world, some characters, when they get stronger, can evolve into a di�erent character,72

and in so doing their names change (e.g. /iwaaku/ → /hageneeRu/ and /messon/ → /ýimeReon/).73

A quantitative study of the names of the existing Pokémon names (including those up to the74

6th generation) reported by Kawahara et al. (2018) shows that the number of voiced obstruents75

contained in their names tend to increase as Pokémon characters evolve, a correlation which was76

later replicated with a larger set of data by Shih et al. (2019). A number of experimental studies77

that followed used nonce words and demonstrated that Japanese speakers judge nonce names78

1
One candidate for a constraint that appears to require counting three segments in its description is the one that

is responsible for intervocalic lenition, which needs to prohibit a con�guration in which the target consonant is

�anked by two vowels (e.g. *[VTV]). However, see Katz (2021) for arguments that intervocalic lenition is a ma�er of

phonetic implementation rather than being a phonological process.
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with voiced obstruents to be more likely as those of post-evolution characters than nonce names79

without voiced obstruents (Kawahara 2020b, 2021; Kawahara & Kumagai 2019a, 2021). �e �rst80

experiment reported below took advantage of this sound symbolic connection between voiced81

obstruents and Pokémon evolution status to address the question of whether three segments82

cause stronger sound symbolic images than two segments.83

1.3 Some previous studies84

Before moving on, we review some previous studies which addressed the question regarding the85

counting capability of sound symbolism. First, �ompson & Estes (2011) built upon the observa-86

tions that some sounds are associated with images of largeness (e.g. Sapir 1929 et seq.). In one87

of their experiments, they presented native speakers of English with pictures of an imaginary88

creature (referred to as “greeble”) in di�erent sizes, and di�erent nonce names containing dif-89

ferent numbers of “large phonemes.” �eir results showed that the larger the size of the named90

objects, the more “large phonemes” were contained in their chosen names. �eir result shows91

that the counting behavior goes well beyond two; e.g. the largest greebles were assigned names92

with about 4.5 “large phonemes” on average.93

However, this analysis collapsed three di�erent classes of sounds (i.e. back vowels, sonorants,94

and voiced stops) into one set of “large phonemes,” and therefore it is impossible to tell whether it95

truly instantiates an unambiguous case of counting—the pa�ern was instead likely to have arisen96

from additive e�ects of di�erent factors in�uencing the judgment pa�erns. �e �rst two experi-97

ments reported below improve upon this aspect by using a class of sounds that is unambiguously98

a natural class, both from the phonetic and phonological perspectives. �e third experiment used99

only one kind of segment to unambiguously exclude the possibility that the counting behavior100

arise from in�uences of di�erent types of segments adding up.101

Another candidate of counting in sound symbolism in the previous literature comes from the102

Pokémonastics experiments reported in Kawahara (2020b, 2021), in which he varied the numbers103

of moras from two to six. �e results showed that each mora count increased the post-evolution104

responses. However, to the extent that a mora is a suprasegmental property—which seems to105

be a fair assumption to make—it is not clear whether these results truly instantiate a case of106

counting at the segmental level: recall that Paster (2019) identi�es phonological systems may be107

able to count, but only at the suprasegmental level. Moreover, given the well-established status108

of bimoraic feet in Japanese phonology (Poser 1990) and the possibility of recursive prosodic109

phrasing (Ito & Mester 2012), the apparent counting behavior may be recast in terms of di�erent110

foot and prosodic word structures.111

In short, the current experiments a�empted to address the counting capability of sound sym-112

bolism at the segmental level in the least unambiguous way possible. �e �rst two experiments113
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also had an advantage of being able to make the fairly direct comparison with a phonological pat-114

tern, against the recent result reported by Kawahara & Kumagai (2023a), who tested the counting115

behavior of voiced obstruents in Japanese phonology.116

2 Experiment 1117

In this experiment, the participants were given one nonce word per trial and were asked to judge118

whether that name is more suitable for a pre-evolution Pokémon character or a post-evolution119

Pokémon character. �e aim was to explore whether the numbers of voiced obstruents contained120

in nonce names, ranging from zero to three, would impact the sound symbolic judgment of these121

names, and more importantly, how. A previous study has shown that nonce words containing122

one voiced obstruent is more likely to be judged as post-evolution names than those without a123

voiced obstruent (Kawahara 2020b), and other several studies have found that, in addition to that124

di�erence, those words containing two voiced obstruents are more likely to be judged as post-125

evolution names than those containing only one (Kawahara 2021; Kawahara & Kumagai 2019a,126

2021).127

�e novel addition of the current experiment is therefore to have explored the di�erence be-128

tween the two voiced obstruent condition and the three voiced obstruent condition. �is addition129

is an important one, however, because it will address the question of how (dis-)similar sound sym-130

bolic pa�erns are with respect to phonological pa�erns, as discussed in §1.1. If sound symbolic131

pa�erns can count only up to two, just like phonological systems, we should not expect a di�er-132

ence between those words with two voiced obstruents and those with three voiced obstruents.133

On the other hand, if sound symbolic pa�erns simply count without a restriction, and then we134

should observe a di�erence between the two conditions.135

2.1 Method136

Following the spirit of the open science initiative in linguistics (e.g. Cho 2021, Garellek et al. 2020137

and Winter 2019), the raw data, the R markdown �le as well as the Bayesian posterior samples138

are available at the OSF repository. �e link to this repository is provided at the end of the paper.139

2.1.1 Stimuli140

�e experiment had four conditions, di�ering in the numbers of voiced obstruents that they con-141

tain (zero, one, two and three). Each condition had 10 items, and they were all nonce names in142

Japanese. �ey consisted of three light CV syllables. �e position of voiced obstruents was con-143

trolled within each condition; e.g. in one voiced obstruent condition, they were all placed at the144
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word-initial position. Because /p/ is known to evoke a sound symbolic e�ect of cuteness (Kuma-145

gai (2019); see also Experiment III), it was not used in the current stimulus set. �e actual list of146

the stimuli is shown in Table 1.147

Table 1: �e list of stimuli used in the �rst two experiments.

VcdObs=0 VcdObs=1 VcdObs=2 VcdObs=3

[kuCiju] [bitaRe] [gebiki] [dagigo]

[suFuma] [biRejo] [dedaRa] [bigade]

[neFuRi] [ganija] [zodotCi] [zabade]

[neRiRu] [bejumi] [zugawa] [zegizo]

[Cihone] [bojatCi] [zudani] [buýido]

[kaRutsu] [bikohe] [zoCike] [bogebi]

[jakama] [baheho] [zadoja] [gegige]

[sawake] [geseCi] [ýiboRu] [baýizu]

[Rihojo] [ýihana] [babohi] [gubebi]

[sojuki] [bijuRi] [gibuse] [bibogo]

2.1.2 Procedure148

�e experiment was administered online using SurveyMonkey. �e participants were �rst pre-149

sented with the basic background about the Pokémon world, namely, that some Pokémon char-150

acters can evolve, and that when they evolve, they tend to get heavier, bigger and stronger.151

In the main session, within each trial, the participants were presented with one nonce name152

and were asked to judge whether each name is suitable for a pre-evolution character or a post-153

evolution character. �e stimuli were presented in the katakana orthography, which is used for154

real Pokémon names in general. Although the stimuli were presented in wri�en forms, the par-155

ticipants were asked to read and pronounce each stimulus before they register each response.156

�e order of the stimuli was automatically randomized for each participant by SurveyMonkey.157

2.1.3 Participants158

We obtained data from 110 native speakers of Japanese using the Buy Response function of Sur-159

veyMonkey. �e quali�cation requirements for participation were that (1) they had to be a native160

speaker of Japanese, (2) they had not previously participated in an experiment on Pokémon names161

and (3) they had not studied sound symbolism before. Additional data from 38 native speakers162

of Japanese were collected using a snowball sampling method on the �rst author’s X (formerly163

Twi�er).164
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2.1.4 Statistics165

For statistical analyses, we made use of a Bayesian mixed e�ects logistic regression model, using166

the brms package (Bürkner 2017). We will not a�empt to explicate the mechanics of Bayesian167

analyses in detail here, but instead refer the interested readers to accessible introductory articles,168

including Franke & Roe�ger (2019), Kruschke & Liddell (2018) and Vasishth et al. (2018). In a169

nutshell, Bayesian analyses combine prior information with the obtained experimental data and170

produce a range of possible values—which are referred to as posterior distributions—for each171

estimated parameter.172

One advantage of Bayesian analyses is that we can interpret the posterior distributions as173

representing the likely values of the estimated parameters. One heuristic to interpret the results174

of Bayesian modeling is to examine the middle 95% of the posterior distribution, known as 95%175

Credible Interval (henceforth, abbreviated as “95% CrI”), of the coe�cient we are interested in. If176

the 95% CrI of a parameter does not include 0, then that parameter can be considered to be mean-177

ingful. However, unlike in a frequentist analysis, we do not have to rely on a strict dichotomy178

(i.e. “signi�cant” vs. “non-signi�cant” or “credible/meaningful” vs. “not credible/meaningful”).179

We can instead examine how many samples in the posterior distribution are in the expected180

direction, i.e., the probability of a particular hypothesis being true.181

Another advantage of Bayesian analysis is that we can also address the question regarding182

with how much con�dence we can conclude a null e�ect (Gallistel 2009). �is is an important183

feature for the case at hand, because if sound symbolism were to behave like phonological pat-184

terns, we would expect a null di�erence between the two voiced obstruent condition and the185

three voiced obstruent condition (cf. Kawahara & Kumagai 2023a). If it turned out to be that way,186

we wanted to explore how likely it is that there are truly no di�erences, which is impossible to187

test with a frequentist analysis.188

Moving on the the speci�cs of the model speci�cations for the current experiment, the binary189

dependent variable was whether each item was judged as a post-evolution character name (=1)190

or not (=0). �e �xed independent variable was the number of voiced obstruents contained in191

the stimuli. �is factor was coded as a categorical factor, so that we could make the targeted192

comparison between the two voiced obstruent condition and three voiced obstruent condition,193

which was implemented usinghypothesis function. �e baseline of this factor was arbitrarily194

chosen as the condition with zero voiced obstruents. In addition to this �xed factor, a random195

intercept of items and participants as well as the random slopes of participants for the �xed factor196

were included in the model. For prior speci�cations, a Normal(0, 1) weakly informative prior for197

the intercept (Lemoine 2019) and a Cauchy prior with scale of 2.5 for the slope (Gelman et al.198

2018) were used.199

Four chains with 2,000 iterations were run, and the �rst 1,000 iterations from each chain were200
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discarded as warmups. All the R̂-values for the �xed e�ects were 1.00 and there were no divergent201

transitions. See the R markdown �le available at the OSF repository for complete details.202

2.2 Results203

Figure 1 shows the distribution of post-evolution response ratios for each voiced obstruent condi-204

tion in the form of violin plots, in which the widths represent normalized probability distributions.205

Transparent light-blue circles, ji�ered slightly to avoid overlap, represent average responses for206

each condition from each participant. Solid red circles are the grand averages in each condition,207

with their 95% con�dence intervals calculated by ggplot: (Wickham 2016).208
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Figure 1: �e results of Experiment 1, showing the distribution of post-evolution responses for

each condition.

We observe a steady increase in the post-evolution responses, as the number of the voiced209

obstruents contained in the stimuli increase: the four conditions resulted in the following aver-210

ages: 0.32 vs. 0.37 vs. 0.49 vs. 0.53.
2

�e central coe�cient estimate of the di�erence between the211

baseline (no voiced obstruents) and one voiced obstruent is 0.27, with its 95% CrI being [-0.16,212

0.70]. Although this interval includes zero, the posterior distribution is skewed toward positive213

values, and 90% of the posterior samples were positive.214

More importantly, a targeted comparison between the two voiced obstruent condition and215

three voiced obstruent condition shows that the central coe�cient estimate for this di�erence is216

2
Even those words that contain three voiced obstruents were judged to be post-evolution names only slightly

above 50%, which was a bit surprising. Some participants reported a�er the experiment that post-evolution names

should be longer than three moras. See Kawahara et al. (2018) and Kawahara (2020b) for the e�ects of name length.
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-0.39 with its 95% CrI being [-0.67, -0.11] and the posterior probability supporting this di�erence217

is 0.99. For the sake of completeness, the di�erence between one voiced obstruent condition and218

the two voiced obstruent condition was also calculated, which turned out to be robust, with its219

central coe�cient and 95% CrI being -0.77 and [-1.1, -0.44], respectively. Its posterior probability220

was 1.00. In short, we observe that each di�erence between the four conditions was meaningful221

(although we can be only 90% con�dent about the di�erence between the �rst two conditions).222

2.3 Discussion223

�e current experiment �rst of all replicated the �ndings of the previous studies that given nonce224

words, Japanese speakers do indeed generally associate voiced obstruents with post-evolution225

Pokémon names (Kawahara 2020b, 2021; Kawahara & Kumagai 2019a, 2021). It moreover found226

that names with three voiced obstruents were more likely to be associated with post-evolution227

characters than those with two voiced obstruents, suggesting that sound symbolic pa�erns can228

function in an additive fashion, and count at least up to three (cf. �ompson & Estes 2011). �is229

case may be likened to cases of counting cumulativity in linguistic pa�erns (Breiss 2020; Hayes230

2022; Jäger 2007; Jäger & Rosenbach 2006), in which multiple violations of the same phonological231

constraint function in an additive manner.
3

232

�e current result is particularly interesting in the light of the general question of how simi-233

lar phonological pa�erns and sound symbolic pa�erns are, given the recent proposals that these234

two systems may have more in common than previously thought (e.g. Alderete & Kochetov 2017;235

Kawahara 2020a,b), as reviewed in §1.1. Assuming that it is indeed a true property of phono-236

logical systems that it can count only up to two segments (e.g. Ito & Mester 2003; McCarthy &237

Prince 1986; Prince & Smolensky 1993/2004), just as Japanese phonology counts only up to two238

voiced obstruents (Kawahara & Kumagai 2023a), the fact that sound symbolic pa�erns related to239

voiced obstruents can count up to three would instantiate a non-trivial di�erence between the240

two systems. At least within Japanese, the way its phonology handles voiced obstruents and the241

way voiced obstruents invoke their sound symbolic images di�er from one another.242

3
�e cases of counting cumulativity may raise the question of whether phonology may indeed be able to count.

However, we are not aware of any convincing case of counting cumulativity that involves three loci, either in phono-

logical alternations or in phonotactics. See Breiss (2020) for an informative review of the cases of counting cumula-

tivity, as well as the other type of cumulativity (i.e. ganging-up cumulativity).
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3 Experiment II243

3.1 Preamble244

To extend the scope of the �ndings from Experiment I, we tested another semantic dimension that245

can be symbolically signaled by voiced obstruents. In Japanese (and perhaps other languages),246

voiced obstruents are associated with general negative images (Hamano 1998), and in the con-247

text of Pokémon names, they are overrepresented in the names of villainous characters (Uno248

et al. 2020). More speci�cally, some Pokémon characters belong to particular “types”, and it has249

been found that voiced obstruents are overrepresented in the names of the “dark type” characters250

(Uno et al. 2020). �e productivity of this sound symbolic relationship has been con�rmed by251

an experiment using nonce words (Kawahara & Kumagai 2019b). Experiment II made use of this252

previously identi�ed sound symbolic relationship to further address the counting capability of253

sound symbolic pa�erns.254

�ere are a few di�erences between Experiment I and Experiment II. In Experiment II, the255

participants were asked whether each name was suitable for a dark-type character or normal-256

type character. Before the main trials, they were told that all Pokémon characters belong to at257

least one type, with two examples; /çitokage/ ‘Charmander (�re lizard)’ belong to the “�re” type,258

and /goosu/ belong to both “ghost” type and “dark” type. �e stimuli used in the experiment259

were identical to those used in Experiment I. �e participants were university students from260

Meiji University. A�er excluding data from those who are not native speakers of Japanese and261

those who were familiar with research on sound symbolism, the data from 141 native speakers262

entered the statistical analysis. �e details of the statistical modeling were identical to those of263

Experiment I.264

3.2 Results265

Figure 2 shows the results of Experiment II. As with Experiment I, we observe a steady increase in266

the dark-type response ratio, as the number of voiced obstruents contained in the stimuli increase.267

�e grand averages for each conditions were 0.18 vs. 0.43 vs. 0.71 vs. 0.79.268
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Figure 2: �e results of Experiment II. �e distribution of dark-type response ratios for each

voiced obstruent condition.

�is e�ect of voiced obstruents is a very robust one according to the Bayesian modeling. �e269

di�erence between the no voiced obstruent condition (i.e. the baseline) and one voiced obstruent270

was very credible, with its central coe�cient estimate being 1.48, with its 95% CrI being [0.78,271

2.16]. All the posterior samples were positive. More importantly, the di�erence between the272

two voiced obstruent condition and the three voiced obstruent condition was also credible. �e273

central coe�cient estimate is -0.62 and its 95% CrI is [-1.15, -0.09]. �e posterior probability of274

this targeted comparison is 0.97. �e di�erence between the one voiced obstruent and two voiced275

obstruents was also robust (central estimate = -1.15, 95% CrI=[-2.09, -1.03], posterior probability276

supporting the di�erence = 1).277

3.3 Discussion278

�e sound symbolic e�ects of voiced obstruent were clearer in Experiment II than in Experiment279

I—names with zero voiced obstruents were unlikely to be judged as dark-type characters, whereas280

names with three voiced obstruents were very likely to be judged as dark-type characters. And281

most importantly for the current purpose, we have found a solid distinction between the two282

voiced obstruent condition and the three voiced obstruent condition. �e fact that this di�erence283

holds is unlike how voiced obstruents are treated by the Japanese phonological system (Kawa-284

hara & Kumagai 2023a), which is arguably a general property of phonological systems in natural285

languages (Ito & Mester 2003; McCarthy & Prince 1986; Prince & Smolensky 1993/2004).286
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4 Experiment III287

4.1 Introduction288

�e previous two experiments have shown that a distinction between two segments and three289

segments ma�ers when it comes to sound symbolic pa�erns—a distinction that phonological290

systems arguably do not make. However, in both experiments, the target sounds were voiced291

obstruents, so it seemed important to us to examine how generalizable this counting property is,292

i.e. whether this counting capability is observed for sound symbolic pa�erns that are caused by293

segments other than voiced obstruents.294

Also, we felt it useful to address the possibility that the pa�erns we observed in the previous295

two experiments arose from di�erent types of voiced obstruents—e.g. [z] and [d]—“ganging-up”296

rather than the pa�erns arising from pure counting (cf. Jäger & Rosenbach 2006; Jäger 2007). We297

reiterate that it is safe to say that a voiced obstruent is a coherent set of sounds both from the298

phonetic and phonological perspective in Japanese (Ito & Mester 2003). Ultimately, the distinction299

between counting cumulativity and ganging-up cumulativity depends on whether what adds up300

is multiple violations of the same constraint or those of di�erent constraints, in the parlance of301

constraint-based theories such as Optimality �eory (Prince & Smolensky 1993/2004). �us, the302

results of the �rst two experiments instantiate counting cumulativity to the extent that we can303

formulate Express(VcdObs) as a single constraint. Given that voiced obstruents behave as a304

natural class both in phonological and sound symbolic pa�erns in Japanese (Ito & Mester 2003;305

Hamano 1998), we believe that this is a fairly safe assumption to make.306

Nevertheless, it is safer to be conservative and entertain the possibility that di�erent e�ects of307

voiced obstruents are governed by di�erent constraints, or to put it in a more theory-neutral term,308

di�erent sound symbolic forces. To this end, we took advantage of the sound symbolic connection309

between [p] and “cuteness” (Kumagai 2019, 2022), which also manifests itself in the fact that labial310

sounds, including [p] are, overrepresented in the cute, fairy type Pokémon characters (Kawahara311

& Kumagai 2019b; Uno et al. 2020).312

4.2 Method313

Experiment III used the set of stimuli shown in Table 2. �e experiment, like Experiments I and314

II, varied the number of [p]s that are contained in the stimuli. �e position of [p] was controlled315

within each condition. Each condition had 10 items, all of which contain only light CV syllables.316

Since there could be a di�erence between sonorants and obstruents in terms of their impact317

on cuteness judgments (Kawahara et al. 2015; Shinohara & Kawahara 2013), the syllables not318

containing [p] all had a voiceless obstruent onset.319
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Table 2: �e list of stimuli used in Experiment III.

[p]=0 [p]=1 [p]=2 [p]=3

[kuCisu] [pitahe] [pepiki] [papipe]

[sutsuka] [piketo] [papeka] [pipape]

[kusuki] [patCiha] [pepotCi] [popape]

[teCiku] [pekuCi] [pupata] [pepipo]

[Cihake] [posatCi] [popaCi] [pupipo]

[kesutsu] [pikohe] [popike] [popepi]

[tokaha] [paheto] [papoka] [pepipe]

[sahake] [peseki] [popitsu] [papupi]

[tCihoto] [pihaka] [papoçi] [pupepi]

[sokuki] [pisutCi] [pipuse] [pipope]

�e responses were gathered using the Buy Response function of SurveyMonkey. Data from320

a total of 150 native speakers of Japanese were obtained. In this experiment, the participants were321

asked, for each name, whether the name is more suitable for a normal type character or a cute322

fairy type character. �e details of the statistical analysis were identical to those of Experiments323

I and II.324

4.3 Results325

�e results are presented in Figure 3, which shows the distribution of the fairy type character326

responses for each condition having di�erent numbers of [p]. Similar to the two previous experi-327

ments, we observe a steady increase in the fairy response, as the number of [p]s contained in the328

names increases. �e grand averages were: zero [p] = 0.21; one [p] = 0.39; two [p]s = 0.47; three329

[p]s = 0.57.330
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Figure 3: �e results of Experiment III. �e distribution of fairy-type response ratios for each

condition, which contained di�erent numbers of [p]s.

�e results of the Bayesian logistic regression show that there is a clear di�erence between331

the baseline ([p]=0) and the condition which contains one [p] (β = 1.50, its 95% CrI = [0.97, 2.03],332

with all their posterior samples supporting the di�erence). �e di�erence between the two [p]333

condition and the three [p] condition, which is most important for the purpose of the current334

study, was also very robust (β = -0.8 with its 95% CrI [-1.24, -0.38], and all the posterior samples335

support this di�erence). To be complete, the di�erence between the one [p] condition and the two336

[p] condition was also a reliable one (β = -0.45, its 95% CrI [-0.82, -0.08] and 97% of the posterior337

samples supporting the di�erence). In short, every addition of [p] in the names reliably increased338

the fairy responses.339

4.4 Discussion340

�is experiment again shows that sound symbolism can count up to three. In order words, the341

counting capability is not a speci�c property of voiced obstruents, possibly di�erent kinds of342

voiced obstruents “ganging-up” (Jäger & Rosenbach 2006; Jäger 2007), but it holds with one kind343

of segment—[p]—invoking the image of cuteness.344

5 General discussion345

We started with a general question—how (dis-)similar sound symbolic pa�erns are with respect346

to phonological pa�erns. To address this question, we focused on one property of phonological347
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systems which seems to hold robustly across languages; at least when it comes to the pa�erns of348

segmental phonology, it can count only up to two segments, but no more. No known languages349

have been identi�ed to prohibit three occurrences of the same segment/feature, whereas there350

are a plethora of examples in which two occurrences of the same segment are banned. Japanese351

precisely instantiates a case of this kind in which two voiced obstruents within morphemes are352

prohibited (Ito & Mester 2003), and experiment-wise too, Japanese speakers treat forms with three353

voiced obstruents on a par with forms with two voiced obstruents (Kawahara & Kumagai 2023a).354

To the extent that sound symbolic pa�erns and phonological pa�erns are governed by the355

same system (see Alderete & Kochetov 2017 and Kawahara 2020b, in particular), we would have356

expected that a similar restriction would hold—that Japanese speakers would treat forms with357

three voiced obstruents just like forms with two voiced obstruents, when they make sound sym-358

bolic judgements. However, the results of two experiments show that this expectation did not359

hold up, when Japanese speakers make sound symbolic judgments of forms with di�erent num-360

bers of voiced obstruents. �ese results were further corroborated by an additional experiment361

which shows that three [p]s can evoke stronger sound symbolic images than two [p]s. It thus362

seems safe to conclude, given these results, that there is a non-negligible di�erence between the363

phonological pa�erns and sound symbolic pa�erns, at least in terms of their counting capabilities.364

As Alderete & Kochetov (2017) and others have shown (Akimbo 2021; Akimbo & Bulkaam365

2024; Akita 2020; Kumagai 2019, to appear; Jang 2021), sound symbolic requirements can a�ect366

phonological pa�erns. To the extent that our conclusion is on the right track, then, when such367

sound symbolic e�ects are incorporated into a phonological grammar, there should be some kind368

of �lter that “strips o�” the counting capability of sound symbolic mechanisms. Otherwise, we369

would expect there to be a constraint like Express(ThreeVcdObs), which requires that there be370

at least three voiced obstruents to express a particular semantic notion. While it remains to be371

seen that such pa�erns are indeed impossible in human languages, at this point we �nd it very372

unlikely. And if such �ltering mechanism is to be required, it may be something that is akin373

to an abstraction mechanism that is at work when phonetic e�ects are grammaticalized into a374

phonological system (Gordon 2002; Hayes 1999; Smith 2002), which re�ects a general observation375

that even when phonetic factors appear to drive phonological generalizations, some details are376

abstracted away from in the phonology system.377
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